
C H A L L E N G E + Our challenge was to develop an informational signage campaign 
that could be hung strategically around campus to educate and highlight ways that the 
university students could be more environmentally responsible

R E A S E R C H + F I N D I N G S + for my campaign i used the information the New 
School gave to us about the different situations that each environmental issue are 
causing The New School. I used bullets to highlight the major points that most affect 
the school. I tried to keep it clean and sharp in order for the passbyer and viewer to 
understand the conceps and not become bored in the process. 

A P P R O A C H + For my campaign i decided to use a rihgt and wrong concept. i used 
a rectangle that devided what was correct to do and what was not correct to do. it is 
clear as i used the outline of the different environmental issues. i kept my color pallete  
simple only using greays,light greens, yellows, and oranges. 
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P I C T O G R A M  +  S Y S T E M 
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Shut of lights when you leave an empty room, electricity is generated from fossil fuels like coal,natural gas and oil. 

Turning of our lights will reduce our carbon footprint

By shuting o� the lights you will save the university money

The University spends $3.5 million a year on electricity

“Last one out turn the lights o�”
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Many of our buildings are very old with old heatng and cooling systems

Opening windows in classrooms and dorm rooms can solve this problem oftten

closing the windows saves energy and money 

when you leave a classroom or dorm room,or head out of town before a holiday break, be sure to close the window. 

“ shut the windows”
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“ Recycle batteries dont throw away”
Two Billion batteries are thrown away each year

Batteries contain hazardous materils that can leask into land �lls

when these hazardous chemicals sink into the soil  it contaminates plant growth

Battery Recycing stations are located throughout the school 
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The sale of bottled water is banned on campus because plastic bottles are made from toxic chemicals

Plastic are made from petrochemicals and sit of land �lls for ages

NYC tap water is among the best drinking water in the word

water bottle �lling stations on campus �lter and chill water for your use. And best of all it’s FREE!!

“ use reusable water bottles”
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are made with a glossy white outdoor vinyl 
bumper sticker material with permanent 

adhesive. The sticker vinyl is backed with a thick, 
waxy feel lay-flat liner that peels away cleanly.

MOCK UPS
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MOCK UPS



For my map i used different colored balls in order to represent the different sta-
tions where the sustainagble icons could be found. The simple icons are on the 
left hand side acompanied with the tag phrase so everyone could identify which 

i con is which. 

“Last one out turn the lights o�”

“ Shut the windows”

“ Take the stairs ”

“ Say no to a plastic bag ”

“ Recycle batteries dont throw away”

“ Use reusable water bottles”
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